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ABSTRACT

This paper presents a generic approach for compiling fast
execution-driven simulators, and applies the approach to
simulating the effects of program execution in computer
hardware. Our approach is based on using static program
analysis to guide partial evaluation and slicing of simula-
tors. Because results of some simulation operations are
known before execution, a cache simulator program can be
partially evaluated during its compilation. Program slicing
can be used to remove the computations that have no effect
on the simulation result.

Our experimental work with cache analysis shows that our
approach significantly speeds up simulations. Fast cache
simulation is needed in development of both computer soft-
ware and hardware. To properly understand the cache be-
havior caused by a computer program, simulations must be
done with sufficiently many inputs. Traditional simulation
of memory operations caused by a computer program can
be orders of magnitude slower than execution of the pro-
gram. Our approach reduces the time needed in cache per-
formance evaluations without losing accuracy of the results.

INTRODUCTION

This paper discusses how static program analysis can be
used to compile fast execution-driven simulators. In an
execution-driven simulation, the execution of a computer
program is interleaved with the simulation that describes
behavior implied by the computer program.

Execution-driven simulation is a straightforward approach
to analysis of computer programs. It is performed by sim-
ply executing a subject program with instrumentations that
collect the analysis data and simulating the behavior that we
are interested in.

Static program analysis is an other approach to analysis of
computer programs. In static analysis, we try to understand

the run-time behavior of a program without executing it
with a specific input. Static analysis is usually motivated
by its ability to simultaneously give results for a set of in-
puts, often for all inputs of a program.

For some analysis tasks, simulation methods are slow, and
any speed-up of simulation is useful. Our approach is to
use partial evaluation and program slicing guided by static
analysis to compile fast simulators.

In our presentation, we concentrate on a specific applica-
tion: simulating the cache memory behavior that is caused
by an execution of a computer program. Such cache per-
formance evaluation is a demanding program analysis task,
and thus a good test of the applicability of our approach.

Understanding memory performance of computer programs
is hard. The steps executed and the related memory refer-
ences can be seen from the code of a program. However,
cache misses and the related executions stalls cannot be
seen. Typical hardware does not support analysis of mem-
ory operations (Horowitz et al. 1996). Therefore, the mem-
ory operations caused by program execution are often sim-
ulated.

The traditional cache analysis method is trace-driven simu-
lation (Uhlig and Mudge 1997). A trace-driven simulation
has two main phases. In the first phase, an access trace
is collected. Because hardware support for tracing is rare
(Horowitz et al. 1996), the collection is typically done by
augmenting the subject program with trace emitting code.
In the second phase, a memory simulation is executed us-
ing the collected trace as the input.

Execution-driven simulation can yield more accurate results
than trace-driven simulation. In an execution-driven simu-
lation, the execution of a software is interleaved with the
simulation of the underlying hardware. Thus, execution-
driven simulation allows feed-back from the hardware sim-
ulator to the software. Such a simulation technique is use-
ful in program performance analysis and simulating parallel
and distributed systems.

Simulation is a flexible and accurate method, but simulat-
ing memory operations of a program can be orders of mag-



nitude slower than execution of the program (Uhlig and
Mudge 1997). To properly understand the memory be-
havior of the program, simulation must be done with suf-
ficiently many inputs. This leads to simulation times that
are often infeasible in system development.

Because of the central role of simulation in cache perfor-
mance analysis, a variety of methods have been developed
for speeding up simulations. Many of the methods are de-
signed for trace-driven simulation. The traditional speed up
methods operate between the trace generation and the trace
consumption (i.e., simulation). They modify the trace in a
way that makes the processing faster. Such method include,
for example, packing methods (Ha and Johnson 1994, Sam-
ples 1989), stack deletion methods (Smith 1977), cache fil-
tering methods (Puzak 1985), and spatial blocking (Agar-
wal and Huffman 1990).

Recent methods for speeding up cache simulations often ap-
ply parallel and distributed techniques. Such methods di-
vide the simulation task into a number of smaller subtasks
that can be simulated in parallel by a number of proces-
sors. Such methods include, for example, set and time par-
titioning (Heidelberg and Stone 1990), stack distance meth-
ods (Nicol and Greenberg 1992), and methods based on ap-
plying generic parallel discrete event simulation techniques
(Fujimoto 1999).

Our method for speeding up simulations is based on static
program analysis. Our static analysis finds out memory ref-
erences that always cause cache hits or always cause cache
misses. Based on the static analysis, parts of the simula-
tion task can be solved during compilation of an execution-
driven simulation program. This is done by omitting simu-
lation at references, whose effects are statically known, and
using simplified simulation at references, whose effects are
partially known.

The structure of this paper is the following. The second sec-
tion discusses the problem of cache performance analysis of
programs. The third section presents a model of execution
driven simulation. The fourth section discusses static cache
analysis, and the fifth section describes how it can be used
to compile fast cache simulators. The sixth section presents
our experimental results, which show that significant speed
up can be achieved by using the method. In the last section,
we draw some conclusions.

CACHE MEMORIES

Cache memories (see e.g., Przybylski 1990) improve mem-
ory access times. They reduce the number of cycles a pro-
cessor is waiting for data; in the best case, the processor can
continue its operation without any stall. Present day first
level caches can give access to data two orders of magnitude
faster than main memory. Thus, memory can become a ma-
jor performance bottleneck, and careful design can signifi-
cantly improve performance of systems using cache mem-

ory.

Cache memories consist of blocks called cache lines, which
are used to store frequently used blocks of memory. We
denote the length of a cache line by L. Cache lines are
organized into cache sets of equal size. The size of a cache
set is also called associativity of the cache (typically, it is
1–16 lines), which we denote by A. We denote the number
of cache sets by N . Thus, the size of a cache is N · A · L.

A memory line is an aligned block in memory that is of
the size of a cache line. Each memory line (and thus also
each memory address) is uniquely mapped to a set. Two
memory accesses (or references1) conflict if their addresses
are mapped to the same cache set.

Before accessing the main memory, the computer hardware
checks whether the addressed datum is stored in a cache line
(in the cache set of the memory address). If the datum is in
the cache, then a hit occurs. Otherwise, a miss occurs and a
block in the cache is replaced for the new one. The misses
can be categorized into three:

• Compulsory misses, the first access to a line causes al-
ways a miss.

• Capacity misses occur when the cache is too small to
hold all of the lines needed during an execution of a
program.

• Conflict misses occur when the cache has sufficient
space, but the organization of the cache does not al-
low the data to be kept in the cache.

Because of the complexity of the memory hardware, inter-
actions of memory references are complex. To improve per-
formance, we must understand the cache behavior that the
references cause. Typical hardware does not support analy-
sis of memory operations (Horowitz et al. 1996). Therefore,
the memory operations of such programs are usually simu-
lated.

Simulation of memory operations of a program can be or-
ders of magnitude slower than execution of the program
(Uhlig and Mudge 1997). Traditional simulation of the ef-
fect caused by a single access includes several operations:

• pass the accessed address to the simulator

• break up the address into tag, block number, and block
offset

• compute the set number

• search the block in the corresponding set

• update set status and performance metrics

Updating the set status typically consists of several oper-
ations, which depend on the cache replacement algorithm
that is used in the simulated hardware. In the following, we
will assume LRU (Least Recently Used) replacement.

1A static read or write in a programis a reference. An executionof the
read or write at runtimeis an access.



EXECUTION-DRIVEN SIMULATION

In an execution-driven simulation, the execution of a pro-
gram is interleaved with the simulation of the underlying
hardware. In the rest of this paper, we will use an abstract
model of execution-driven simulation to explain our method
of building fast simulators.

Let P be a program and O its output corresponding to input
I , i.e., the program computes:

[[P ]]〈I〉 = O (1)

To build a simulator that is driven by P , we must instrument
P with code that simulates the hardware. The instrumented
program P A computes:

[[P A]]〈I, I+〉 = 〈O,O+〉 (2)

where I+ is the input for the instrumentation and O+ is the
analysis output that is measured by the instrumentation.

In an execution-driven cache simulator, each memory ref-
erence in the original program code must be instrumented
with cache simulation code. Instead of explicitly giving the
instrumentation code that is needed, we define a short ab-
stract instrumentation for cache analysis.

The abstract instrumentation uses a mappingincache and
a set of queues Qt (one queue per each cache set). For each
cached line t, incache (t) is 1. Otherwise incache (t) is
0. For each cache line t, Qt is the replacement queue of the
set of the line. The queues represent the total order needed
by LRU management – they are last-in-first-outqueues. For
each cache set, the head of its queue is the least recently
used cache line.

Analysis instrumentation for a memory reference address-
ing line l is:

t = line(l, N, A, L);
if not incache(t) then

set_not_incache(remove_head(Qt))
set_incache(t)

else
remove(Qt, t)

end
insert_tail(Qt , t)

In the instrumentation, line returns the memory line referred
to, remove_head removes the head of a queue and returns
it, insert_tail inserts a cache line to the tail of a queue, and
remove removes a cache line from the inside of a queue.

STATIC ANALYSIS

In static analysis, we estimate the execution state of a pro-
gram without actually executing the program. Our static
analysis follows the concept of abstract interpretation pre-
sented by (Cousot and Cousot 1977). The concept is a for-
malization of flow analyses used in many optimizing com-
pilers.

To understand the hits and misses, our static cache analysis
approximates concrete cache states, which are simulated by
the instrumentation presented in the previous section. In
the approximation, we use cache ages that describe, how
recently a data element has been referred to. The age of
an element can be {1, ...,A,>}, where > means that the
element is not in cache.

At each program point, we statically compute the upper and
lower bounds for cache ages of data elements. I.e., we ap-
proximately compute the position of each data element in
the Qt queues described in the previous section. In must
analysis of cache states, data elements are mapped to their
maximum cache age. In may analysis of cache states, data
elements are mapped to their minimum cache age. Mem-
ory references that always hit are found by must analysis
and memory references that always miss are found by may
analysis:

• If the age of a referred to data element is always less
than or equal to A, then the reference is always a hit.

• If the age of a referred to data element is newer less
than or equal to A, then the reference is always a miss.

• Otherwise, we do not know.

For example, let associativity of a cache be two. Consider
the following piece of code using four pointer variables a,
b, c, and d that point to different memory lines belonging to
a single cache set.

y := *b

x := *a

if x > y then
x := *c

if x > y then
y := *a

else
y := *d

Consider state of the cache before the second if state-
ment. In our must analysis the abstract state is
{(â,2), (b̂,>), (ĉ,>), ( d̂,>)}. Thus, the maximum age of
the data element pointed by a is 2. For other locations, it
is unlimited, i.e., >. In our may analysis, the abstract state
is {(â,1), (b̂,2), ( ĉ,1), (d̂,>)}, i.e., three locations may be
cached. Thus in the second if statement, the memory refer-
ence using pointer a is always a hit and the memory refer-
ence using pointer d is always a miss.



COMPILING FAST SIMULATORS

Our combined analysis has three phases: a compilation
phase, an execution phase, and a summary phase. In the
compilation phase, a subject program is statically analyzed
and a simulator is built. In the execution phase, the sim-
ulator is executed (typically with several inputs). In the
summary phase, the analysis information of the compila-
tion phase and the analysis information of the simulation
phase are combined.

The execution phase follows the typical procedures of sim-
ulation studies. The summary phase simply merges the re-
sults of the static analysis and simulation. The compilation
phase is special, therefore, we will describe it in detail.

The compilation phase consists of three program transfor-
mation steps: program instrumentation, partial evaluation,
and program slicing. The first step creates an execution-
driven simulator and the last two are program specializa-
tions, which make it faster and more compact. The two
specialization steps need static analysis information (i.e.,
results of the analysis explained in the previous section).

Partial evaluation

Partial evaluation (see e.g., Jones et al. 1993) is a program
transformation that is given a subject program with part of
its input data. It constructs a new program that, when given
the remaining input, will yield the same result that the origi-
nal subject program would have produced given both inputs.

Consider the program P A computing [[P A]]〈I, I+〉 =
〈O,O+〉. Let peval denote the partial evaluator, then

[[peval]]〈P A, I+〉 = P A

I+ ⇒ [[P A]]〈I, I+〉 = [[P A

I+]]〈I〉

for all I . Thus, we fix the analysis initialization (input) and
evaluate statically the part of the analysis that we can.

Our partial evaluation is based on static analysis of the orig-
inal programP . The static analysis is done for the same task
as the preceding instrumentation for the simulation (which
produced P A from P ). Static analysis can give us static
values of both the original program and its instrumentation.

Instead of using the complete analysis instrumentation
given in the third section, we can use simplified instrumen-
tations at references that are known to hit or miss, i.e., only
one branch of the if statement is used and the condition is
omitted. Further, we can use a faster operation line’(l) in-
stead of the complete operation line(l, N, A, L), because N,
A, and L are constants.

Slicing

Program slicing (see e.g., Tip 1995) is an operation that
identifies semantically meaningful decompositions of pro-
grams. Usually, two kinds of slices are identified:

• A backward slice of a program P with set of program
elements S consists of all program elements that might
affect the values computed by S .

• A forward slice of program P with set of program el-
ements S consists of all program elements that might
be affected by the values computed by members of S .

S is called the slicing criterion. In our analysis, the slicing
criterion consists of input statements of the original pro-
gram, and output statements of the analysis instrumentation.
We use our slicing criterion to compute a backward slice of
the simulator.

As described in the preceding, a partially evaluated analyzer
computes both the original output and the analysis output:

[[P A

I+]]〈I〉 = 〈O,O+〉

We do not need the original output. Further, we do not need
the program elements that do not affect our analysis result.

We use slicing to implement a program transformation that
yields a programP A

I+S
computing only the analysis output.

Let slicer be the transformation, then for all I:

[[slicer]]〈P A

I+, S〉 = P A

I+S
⇒

[[P A

I+S
]]〈I〉

O
+

= [[P A

I+]]〈I〉 & [[P A

I+S
]]〈I〉

O
= Ø

where S is the slicing criterion,
O

+

= denotes equality of anal-

ysis output, and
O
= denotes equality of original output.

Program slicing is done by analyzing relations between pro-
gram elements. Program elements do computations by us-
ing values to define new ones or to control program flow. If
a value or a flow of control is not used, then the elements
defining the value or controlling the flow can be removed.

Optimizing compilers typically apply simple forms of pro-
gram slicing, e.g., dead code elimination. Dead code elim-
ination removes program elements that compute unused
values. Analyzing control dependencies caused by jumps
and especially subroutine calls is more complex. Compiler
rarely do such analysis.

Consider the analysis instrumentation of our cache simula-
tor. A hit removes a cache line from the replacement queue.
If we known that a reference is always a hit, then it must
be preceded by a reference that places the cache line in the
queue. Thus, we have a pair of the form:

insert_tail(Q_t, t)
...
remove(Q_t, t)

Actually, there is no need to insert the cache line in the re-
placement queue, because of the following hit. We know
that the inserted line will never reach the head of the queue.
The insertion and the related removal can sliced away.



To cope with undetected pointer aliasing we use a counter of
pending insertions for each cache line instead of the simple
incache flag. The slicing can be complicated by the branch-
ing structure of a program. We can slice away only those in-
sertions that are definitely followed by a hit. By using such
a conservative approach, the sliced simulator computes the
same cache behavior for a program than the original simu-
lator.

Such a code transformation may seem insignificant. How-
ever, most of references in a typical program are hits, and
sequences of hits are common. (That is the reason why
cache memories are efficient.) For such re-hits, both the
removal and the insertion are sliced away, and thus, also the
computation needed to identify the line is not needed. No
instrumentation remains after the slicing at such references.

The slicing can proceed even further. If there is no instru-
mentation at a memory reference, it is possible that there is
no need to compute the reference. Thus, it becomes possi-
ble to slice away parts of the original program that is driving
the simulation.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We experimented with our method to show its potential. We
found out in our experiments that a relatively simple static
analysis is sufficient to yield significant speed up of simu-
lations. In the following, we describe our experiments that
were solely based on must analysis of abstract cache state.

Instead of considering some specific hardware, we analyzed
the operation of a generic load/store architecture machine,
which we call SM (Simple Machine). SM is a register ma-
chine with a simple instruction set. The main feature of
SM is that its memory system can be parameterized to con-
form with various memory configurations. In the context
of cache analysis, only instructions addressing the memory
are significant. Therefore, SM is a representative for a large
set of machines using the load/store architecture.

In our experiments, we used a tool set called MSE (Mem-
ory Simulation Environment) (Hirvisalo 2004). MSE has
a compiler that generates code for SM. We used the com-
piler to compile three applications that were written in C
language:

• di: A message dispatcher, which receives messages,
decodes them and routes them further. The decoding
and routing is implemented hard coded. Addresses of
most memory references are dynamically computed.

• da: A relational database application, whose index
is implemented as an unbalanced binary tree. Ad-
dresses of most memory references are dynamically
computed.

• co: A control application, which operates like a de-
vice driver. The data structures of the application are
mostly static.

We did two kinds of experiments, which we call static and
dynamic experiments. In both experiments, we used two
tools: one that built traditional simulators (as explained in
the third section) and one that built specialized simulators
(as explained in the previous section). In static experiments,
we measured and compared the simulators. In dynamic ex-
periments, we measured and compared their execution.

associativity=1 associativity=16
appl. static speed static speed

solution incr. solution incr.
di 15% 25% 52% 90%
da 60% 110% 62% 125%
co 42% 60% 70% 175%

The performance of the method depends mostly on the tar-
get program and associativity of the cache. Our static cache
analysis could classify 15% to 70% of the memory refer-
ences. The performance of the static analysis depended
on the dynamism of the addressing and on the interleav-
ing of the memory references. Accesses of Database are
more local than accesses of Dispatcher. They both use
dynamic addressing, but Control uses static addressing.
The actual (i.e., simulated) cache hit ratio for all the appli-
cations was typically around 90%.

We used a Pentium computer to run the dynamic experi-
ments. The specialized simulators were 25% to 175% times
faster than the original simulators. The speed-up is mostly
caused by slicing. The direct effect of partial evaluation
is minor, but it makes the slicing possible by removing
branching in the instrumentations.

CONCLUSIONS

This paper presented an approach for building fast simula-
tors. The approach combines simulation and static program
analysis: it uses simulation to fill in the results of static anal-
ysis and static analysis to speed up simulation.

We use two kinds of program specialization in speeding up
simulation: partial evaluation and program slicing. They
supplement each other: partial evaluation works forwards
and slicing works backwards in the flow of control of a pro-
gram.

Our approach is an abstract one. This leaves several options
available in implementing a specific analysis. The instru-
mentations needed in simulation depend on the analysis to
be done. Also, the instrumentation mechanism can differ.
The same is true for the static analysis suggested. Abstract
interpretation gives a theoretical framework for static analy-
sis. Several implementations are possible within the frame-
work, e.g., the work-list algorithm (see e.g., Nielson et al.
1999).

Alternatives exists also for implementing partial evaluation
and program slicing. For example, simple methods like



constant folding or complex methods like polyvariant spe-
cialization (Jones et al. 1993) can be used in partial evalua-
tion. In program slicing, there exists methods, which are
based on data-flow equations, information-flow relations,
and dependence graphs (Tip 1995).

As an application of the generic approach we discussed
cache performance evaluation. Many processors have coun-
ters for cache misses and hits. Cache performance can be
directly measured by using them. However, it is very hard
to link those results with the program code and data struc-
tures. Thus, simulation has usually been the choice for per-
formance studies and the related tools giving detailed infor-
mation (e.g., Martonosi and Ga 1992).

Cache simulations can be speeded up, because most of
memory references in a typical program always cause cache
hits. The approach can be combined with parallel and dis-
tributed simulation methods. Our experimental results show
that significantly faster analysis is achieved by using our ap-
proach.
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